
WONGAN HILLS CARNIVAL SATURDAY 7th APRIL 2018 
Pilgrimage  
noun  
a journey, especially a long one, made to some sacred place as an act of religious devotion: 

Some people go to Mecca, Saudi Arabia, some people go to Glastonbury to see Stonehenge and some people 
go to Mount Kailash in Tibet looking for fortune. But the question remains, where is the last real pilgrimage in 
Australia?  

Looking for inspiration from the traditional owners of our dear land, the Sharks went to the history books. Upon 
some research a place was found, a place that was called “Whispering Hills” Is this the place; the place our 
fellow comrades will find the meaning of life? Is this where we will find salvation? After some reflection, and 
some further research to see what the white people now call this land, it was found, it was decided; the 
Pilgrimage would be to Wongan Hills. Some of the elder Sharks had been before, they promised Wongan Hills 
was the land equivalent of Atlantis, how could we young pups not be mystified by the opportunity to visit the 
Masters Home of Football, the Holy Grail.  

Now the destination had been decided, how would we best honour an Australian pilgrimage? First we must find 
a Ute, throw a swag in the back, and make our way to the Bottle “O” to stock up on an age old tradition, the 
nectar of the Australian Gods since 1923, the holy Red can. If this didn’t have us talking in tongues nothing 
would prepare us spiritually for the adventure we were about to embark on.  

Friday came, and as we shuffled out of our mundane lives as merely a cog in a global corporate machine, we 
paused for a moment, looked over our shoulder and gave a minutes silence for those not yet enlightened by a 
place called “Whispering Hills”.  

The elders led the way leaving early to set up camp and forged a trail for the younger pups to follow. For this 
young Pup the journey was long, but after a few stops at some local watering holes along the way, the bright 
lights of Wongan Hills could be seen from a distance and the realisation of making it to the Mecca of Masters 
country football had finally become a reality. Upon arriving at Whispering Hills, we quickly parked the chariot and 
made our way to the local watering hole. Opening the doors, BANG, I was greeted by two arse cheeks in a pink 
G String, and five prehistoric sharks perched up in “Box” seats at the back of the bar admiring the pretty 
mermaid. I heard one say they hadn’t seen one of these since King Triton cast them out of Atlantis, another 
questioned how she could possibly swim under water with such large external swim bladders. Then I heard the 
most elder Shark, a leader, a diplomat, a legend in the world of Masters football, “who is this creature, get her off 
my Table Tennis table, surely she was unleashed by Pandora, and is simply a Daemon here to unseat me from 
my four year reign as Table Tennis Champion”. Lucky for Des he left the night defying the odds, keeping his 
current reign as Wongan Hills Table Tennis Champion intact for another year. Des was also lucky enough to 
receive a “Lei” from the pretty mermaid, something I am sure he would like to have mounted. 

The night kicked on after the local waterhole closed and we moved back to the Tennis courts where the music 
pushed into the night. Other Sharks thought it was a good time to prove their wares on the Tennis Court. Pam 
marched straight out to the court with shoes not seen on a tennis court since Wimbledon opened in 1877, a 
decision she was sure to regret come morning. Handles bounded around the court with plenty of bravado but 
unfortunately the skillset of a maimed Kangaroo. As the party wound down Des continued to tell stories on how 
he had slayed all that had come before him, while Vossy made his best attempt to drown out these fables with 
his famous ballads.  

Saturday had come, the day we had all been waiting for, a day for us to show our wares, to show how far we 
had come after a monstrous off season. By 7.30am we had a pretty good idea how far we had come; we still 
weren’t invincible to alcohol, we were still old and we still sported a hangover reminiscent to most of our previous 
night one footy trip antics.  

As the day passed, the boys started rolling into Wogan Hills to join the team for battle. We are still unsure if 
Bishy was meant to come on Saturday, or had simply failed to feed his iron horse with the correct feed, halting it 
in its tracks for 24 hours. You would think Bishy, the protector of the sacred horse, handed down from Elder to 
Pup would know better, maybe this pilgrimage would further enlighten him in the ways of life. 

China and Johnno manages to pack one uniform between them for the day, lucky for China he was able to pick 
up some new boots on the way. As China unleashed them from the box I started to envy Stevie Wonder as they 
were louder and more obnoxious than Lofty’s haircut. As we were counting up the numbers a bright glow started 
to embower the sharks, at first we simply thought it was China’s boots, but no, all our prayers had been 
answered, our pilgrimage had been successful, coming over the hill was the one and only Jesus Christ, or as his 
known to his mates “JC”. This man may be able to walk on water, feed a thousand men with four fish and a loaf 
of bread but he still managed to miss a goal from the edge of the goal square, an early nomination for this year’s 
coveted “Horse” award.  

The first game saw us come up against the Vic Park pigs, a worthy opponent for the Sharks first competitive hit 
out of the year. There had been talk that we had been a bit slow to get ready and out of the change rooms, so 



Fergy talk it upon himself to drop a bomb that cleared the rooms quicker than Little Boy cleared Hiroshima. Once 
out on the field Lofty proved you can lose 80 pounds and still not jump, lucky for him when you stand 7 foot tall, 
winning ruck knocks is the equivalent to Drake making it rain hundreds at an Atlanta strip club. Johnno was the 
beneficiary of Lofty’s ruck dominance, covering more miles than one of Kim Jong’s missile tests. Wait, that was a 
probably a better analogy for Whity, those missiles fail to move, not unlike Whitey who still managed to get 
leather poising without taking a step for two games. With Danny and Bomber turning back the clock to control 
the ball out of the back half of the ground, we were able to run (never thought I would use that word at the 
Shark’s) the ball through the middle, giving Fergie and his supporting cast plenty of opportunities in front of goal. 
As the game progressed we started to see movement out of China not seen since Donald Trump slapped on 
those pesky tariffs, while Elmer Fudd pushed through popping a muscle in his right arm, which he swore he did 
during the game, to continue to push the ball inside 50. The midfield dominance eventually weighed on the Pigs 
as the Sharks knocked a few through the big sticks. Overall a great first game by the Shark’s, coming away with 
a slight victory.  

Sitting on the side lines, spurring along our team mates in the novelty show, saw China take 3rd in the 70m 
sprint while Rosey and Fergie finished middle of the pack in the other events. The inaugural Mixamatosis game 
last week continued into the Wongan Hills carnival, with some of the Sharks boys once again donning the 
Saffron jumper of the Dinosaurs. I don’t think they really wanted Rosey, Bishy or myself, but the opportunity to 
reunite Hansel and Zoolander was too big of an opportunity for the Dino’s to pass up. Like most sequels the 
anticipation outweighed the execution and the West Coast Eagles reserve side managed to slightly run over the 
Dinosaurs.  

The last game saw us pegged up against Kingsway on the main oval. I don’t know if it was the amber ale from 
the night before, or our over exuberance in the first game but after a fast start by the Sharks, we……..I quickly 
ran out of legs (Pardon the Pun). Danny, The Pink Flamingo, Bomber and Taker stood up well in defence, 
nullifying Kingsway fast running midfield while Rosey was going in harder than a pubescent watching Redtube. 
The second quarter saw Bishy and the Pink Flamingo push into the middle which saw plenty of promise for the 
upcoming season. Not unlike the night before the elder Sharks showed the younger pups how it was done over 
the days two games. Overall some great football was played with JC and The Pink Flamingo taking away the 
awards for the day. 

After the formalities of football were done, it was again time to show Wongan Hills what the Sharks were made 
of. I had packed the mustard shoes to hit the dance floor but was quickly overshadowed by Bishy’s slippers and 
Lofty’s size 13 skate shoes, how they would fit on a modern day skateboard has got me. The band came on 
belting out Heavy Metal tunes not seen in Whispering Hills since….um……ever. After being fed with food and 
ear candy, the night started to wind up. Lucky for us, the Sharks Digs continued to kick on into the early hours of 
the morning listening to music, playing tennis and telling stories on how great of a pilgrimage it had been. As the 
rest of the Sharks called it a night, Lofty was last seen roaming the streets of Wongan Hills looking for a skate 
park to showcase his skills.  

I can’t truly say if I found salvation, or the meaning of life but I am sure a couple of days playing football and 
drinking with your mates is pretty close to what it is all about. Special thanks go to the Wongan Hills community 
for hosting us and all the Sharks that made the journey to be part of the day. I am sure I speak for all of us when 
I say we will be back bigger and better next year. 

 


